The bhopalator: a molecular model of the living cell based on the concepts of conformons and dissipative structures.
A molecular model of the living cell has been formulated based on a new theory of enzymic catalysis which takes into account the complementary roles of free energy and genetic information. The elementary units of free energy and genetic information that are necessary and sufficient for effectuating molecular mechanisms responsible for the life of the cell are called conformons. Conformons are visualized as a collection of a small number of catalytic residues of enzymes or segments of nucleic acids that are arranged in space and time with appropriate force vectors so as to cause chemical transformations or physical changes of a substrate or a bound ligand. So defined, conformons provide a plausible molecular means to link the genetic information stored in DNA and its ultimate expression, namely networks of coupled intracellular biochemical reactions and physical processes maintained by a continuous dissipation of free energy--dissipative structures of Prigogine. The proposed model of the living cell appears to possess the potential for bridging the gap between molecular biology and the biology of multicellular systems.